Marketing strategy

What is retargeting ?
Retargeting is a method in which internet users who visit a website are marked or tagged using a pixel.
The visitors are then served relevant ads, through various and usually lower cost media sources,
encouraging them to complete the process they began on the website.
Retargeting not only creates higher revenues by attracting the right audience but also improves the ROI of
the rest of your online campaigns.
Don’t lose the audience you have already paid for!

Why?
Retargeting has proven to be the
most effective way to boost ad
campaign results, generate higher
conversion rates and decrease
acquisition costs.

There is no higher level of intent than that of a person
who has shown interest in buying a product from your site!
Targeting that person with a related ad will yield the highest
probability of conversion.
That is exactly what we do with re-targeting.

How does it work ?
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Reconnect all your relevant
audience with lower costs.

Increase conversions up by 1000%
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We display your banner
to the relevant audience

Facts about retargeting
Like all things too-good-to-be-true,
retargeting is no panacea.
Agencies seeking to implement
retargeting must keep some
important things in mind:

 Proven successful for big brands
and e-commerce retailers, retargeting
can work for smaller brands, too,
although achieving critical mass can
be more difficult.

Successful campaigns cannot rely
solely on retargeted ad buy; there's
simply not enough traffic generated
by retargeting alone.

Limitations like the consumer's
buying cycle timeframe and the total
reach of an ad network may hinder the
outcome of a retargeting campaign.

Similarly, successful retargeting
relies not only on ad-generated
traffic, but on all site traffic from ads,
search, email, affiliate marketing,
viral, word-of-mouth and others.

Cross-selling and up-selling can
also be achieved through retargeting.
A common example is the retargeting
of a purchaser of airline tickets to
hotel and car rental offers.

Additional targeting, such as
geotargeting or demographic
targeting, connection speed, etc., can
be layered on top of retargeting.
However, this further limits the size of
the qualified audience.
Frequency capping can be implemented, by only serving an advertiser's retargeting ad to the same
surfer once within a 24-hour period.
Retargeting and behavioral
targeting are not interchangeable.

A Critical mass of site traffic
is crucial.
Retargeting requires ad network
tracking pixels to be placed on the
client site. If the retargeting objective
involves non-conversions, a pixel
must be placed on the order
confirmation page as well.
Retargeting costs more than
average run-of-network buys, but not
more than channel-based buys.
Retargeting doesn't work for
all advertisers.
It seems to work particularly well
when a purchase involves higher
levels of research and consideration.
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